Salah

By PM and MD
Through the upstairs hall, the women’s section of a Middle Eastern mosque, comes the
sound of a youthful male voice sounding the call to prayer. Women in the hall rise and walk
through to the balcony, form quickly into ranks and wait silently. Numbers of women
appear now from inside rooms off the hall - the last few pass through almost at a run. No
curtain offers a barrier here between the balcony and the men’s space below: there is just
a railing.
( ﷲ أﻛﺑرGod is great) - and they bend at the waist.

Rise, kneel and bow their head to the ground, sit up, bow, sit up.
Stand, bend, rise, kneel and bow, sit up, bow, sit up.
The voice croons the ( ﺳﻼم ﻋﻠﯾﻛم ورﺣﻣﺔ ﷲPeace and the mercy of God be with you) and the
kneeling women look to their right and left shoulders.
Salah/ namuz is the basis of Muslim worship. Ordained by Muhammad, Prophet
of Islam, most people are familiar with the picture of Muslims standing, bowing,
prostrating together in rhythmic lines, or the solitary worshipper making office or
sidewalk into a place of prayer. Salah consists of set actions and words, explained
below. However it is far more than physical actions and phrases. The practice of salah
embeds the consciousness of Muslim identity and community belonging deep into the
minds and bodies of Muslims.
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The Aramaic root s-l-’ means ‘to bow, to bend, to stretch.’ Muslim salah has
similarities to Jewish and Christian ritual prayer.19 In Islam ritual prayer demands the
precondition of physical purity.

A. Salah: Deeds and Words
Washing
Salah prayer is preceded by ablutions: the worshipper needs to come pure in body.
Substances passing body boundaries (solid, liquid or gas), vomiting, falling asleep, or
taking any intoxicating substance, since the last washing, all require the performance
of wudu’.
The intention of the heart: Say: “I intend purity from this pure water.” Then say, “In the Name of God the
Compassionate the Merciful.”
Wash your two palms up to the wrists three times.
Rinse out your mouth three times with your right hand.
Inhale water three times then clear your nose with your left hand.
Wash your face completely three times, from your hair roots to the bottom of your chin and from ear to
ear.
Wash your hands to the elbows three times.
Wipe your head with your hand.
And with any water remaining in your hand from your head wipe, wipe your ears. Take care to clean the
ridges of your ears inside and out with your fingers.
Wash your feet and soles three times.
And after washing, say: I testify that there is no god but God and I testify that Mohammad is the Messenger
of God.
Figure 1: The steps of wudu’ (Translated from a Ramadan poster prayer guide for children in the Middle East)

19

Wensinck, A. J. “Salat.” In Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam. Leiden: E.J.Brill, 1953 1974, 491.
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Figure 2: Wudu’ 20

Cartoon posters help children learn the steps of cleansing and may also serve
as reminders for elderly or those afflicted with dementia, lest their prayer be
invalidated by neglecting some of the actions.
Ghusl (complete bathing) is required after sexual intercourse, discharge from
the sexual organs, completing menstruation, or completing the period after giving
birth (up to forty days), before being able to perform salah.
For those unable to use water, tayammum (dry ablution), cleansing with pure
earth is permitted.21

20

With thanks to aducation45.zekayapay.com:
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pinterest.com%2Fpin%2F756745543622766957%2F&psig=A
OvVaw2496y-d4S8tJztn2VyVZ0-&ust=1592995264217000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCICy7_rfloCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
21

https://www.islamweb.net/en/article/135448/tayammum-dry-ablution
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The basic rules of washing have been codified by Muslim scholars into complex
rules of permitted purity of water including who or what has touched the water and if
it is running or still. What breaks purity, and how to restore it, is a major preoccupation
within fiqh (jurisprudence).
Hours of salah
The times of salah divide the daylight hours, stretching and contracting with the
seasons, marking the passage of daylight with the muezzin call in Muslim countries.
Creation rather than clock defines times of salah; defined by the position of the sun,
salah times move with diurnal rhythm through the more settled hours of the clock
face. The sheikhah of a women’s programme in a Middle Eastern mosque, explained the
intervals to me:
Dawn prayer ( اﻟﻔﺟرfajr) - starts when the sun begins to rise, about an hour and a half
before the sun is risen, when the time of dawn prayer then finishes.

Midday prayer ( اﻟظﮭرdhuhur) – takes place at midday.
Mid-afternoon prayer ( اﻟﻌﺻرasr) – is about 2 ½ hours after midday prayers, when a shadow is
about twice the length of the object, and it lasts until sunset.

Sunset prayer ( اﻟﻣﻐربmaghrib) – extends from the going down of the sun, and lasts as long as
there is still a red glow or red line in the sky

Evening prayer (‘ اﻟﻌﺷﺎءasha’) – is when the sun has completely gone.
Now poetic descriptions of nature have turned into “electronic devices and
special clocks … which can tell the prayer times of many of the major cities in the
world”. 22 A board in the main body of the mosque showed the date, time and times of

22

Mujahid, Abdul Malik (ed). Prayer for Beginners. Riyadh: Darussalam, 2000, p.6.
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prayer, which changed daily, in red electronic writing. On a mid-December (winter) day
it recorded the times as:
Dawn:

4-56 am

Sunrise:

6-30 am

Midday:

11-31 am

Afternoon:

2-11 pm

Sunset:

4-32 pm

Evening:

5-35 pm

Figure 3: Example of prayer times on a winter day.

Under pressure of time, travel or hardship the midday and afternoon, or sunset
and evening prayers may be combined or shortened.23 And the call to prayer defines
the acceptable time spaces for prayer. No prayer can be prayed before its time and no
prayer can be prayed once the call has sounded for the prayer time that comes after
it.24
Extra times: As well as the compulsory five times, the worshipper is offered two
optional extra times: mid-morning ( )ﺻﻼة اﻟﺿﺣﻰand late at night, into the early morning
hours ()ﺻﻼة اﻟﻠﯾل.

23

Saqib allows the combination of prayers for someone on a journey (1997: 62, 63). When travelling more than 55 miles it
is also sunnah to shorten midday, afternoon and evening prayers to 2 rak’a, based on a number of hadith and Q Surah alNisa’ 4:101-104. https://myislam.org/shortening-the-salah-while-travelling/ However some of our colleagues in timepressured jobs combine prayers in this way. Philips also suggests this combination of prayers for a woman who has
prolonged bleeding which prevents her praying, quoting a Hadith from Sunan Abud Dawud, vol. 1, p.74, no. 294 and
authenticated in Saheeh Sunan Abee Daawood, vol. 1, p. 59, no. 281, and 282 (1995, p.41).
24

Except the two permissible combinations described in the preceding note.
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Rite of salah
Having purified themselves, the worshipper is able to perform the set words and
actions that constitute salah. There is variation within salah in the Qur’anic chapters
and the du’a (petitions) that can be recited.
The prayer space is marked off by a prayer mat, or sutra (literally, ‘shelter’), an
object that the pray-er places in front of them to mark the direction (towards Mecca)
and space of prayer.
Beginning
Standing
•

Softly say, or say in one’s heart the niyya (intention to pray): then

Hands raised
•

Takbir: Allahu akbar ‘God is greatest’

Hands folded in front of the body25
•

Recommended petition for purification from sin

•

‘I seek refuge with God from Satan the accursed’

•

Reciting the Fatihah (first chapter of the Qur’an)

•

Reciting another surah Ikhlas [112] or Falaq [113] or Nas [114] are often used)

One rak’a
Standing
•

25

Takbir

In Shi’a Islam, hands are left hanging at the side of the body.
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Bowing
•

‘Praise to my Lord, the Almighty’ and other recommended du’a (petitions)

Standing
•

‘God listens to the one who praises him’

Hands raised
•

More recommended du’a of praise

•

Takbir

Kneeling, with head to the ground
•

‘Praise to my Lord, the Exalted’ and more recommended du’a

•

Takbir and recommended du’a

Sitting

Kneeling, with head to the ground
•

‘Praise to my Lord, the Exalted’

•

Takbir

Sitting

This is repeated for the mandated number of rak’a (two, three or four). The successive
rak’a finish with:
•

‘All greetings, prayers and good deeds are due to God. Peace on you, oh
Prophet, and God’s mercy and blessings be on you. Peace be on us and on the
righteous worshippers of God. I testify that there is no god but God, and I
bear witness that Muhammad is his slave and Messenger.’

Conclusion
After the last rak’a:
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•

‘Oh God, send your mercy on Muhammad and on his family as you sent your
mercy on Abraham and on his family. You are most praised and most
glorious.

•

Oh God, bless Muhammad and his family, as you blessed Abraham and his
family. You are most praised and most glorious.’

Followed by recommended du’a.
•

‘Peace be on you, and the mercy of God’, said twice as the pray-er turns her
face to the right and then the left shoulder.

The pray-er can continue with as much private du’a as they want to.
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Figure 4: Actions and words of salah26

Within the five prayer times there are gradations of duty and devotion, in the number
of rak’a prayed. This is how a leader in a ME women’s mosque programme described
the differences for me. The most basic level is the prescribed farḍ ( )اﻟﻔرضprayer. “We

26

With thanks to Ayman Alhasan - Own work, CC0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=83091320
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need to pray it, and if we don’t pray it we are punished.” There is also strong incentive
for the devout to pray the traditional non-obligatory sunnah ( )اﻟﺳﻧﺔprayers: “we receive
wages and benefaction if we pray it,” and also “because it was commanded by the
Prophet, and if we love the Prophet I will listen to his words.” As sunnah, the number
of these rak’a are also specified (see Figure 5 below). Most devout women of my
acquaintance will pray these sunnah prayers when there is no time pressure on them
to finish the salah quickly. And finally, there is the extra, or additional nafilah ()اﻟﻧﺎﻓﻠﺔ
optional rak’a, which carries no set reward or penalty beyond that of devotion: “This is
drawing closer to God. If we don’t pray it, there’s no penalty.” … “We pray it when
we’re tense or upset and we should pray it in the preferred days, in Ramadan. And the
benefit of this prayer is drawing closer to God.” Saqib adds, “Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh) encouraged the believers to pray Nafl to help make up for any minor omissions
or other defects in the obligatory prayer.”27 This extra nafilah prayer generally has no
fixed number of rak’a attached to it.
Prayer

Sunrise

Obligatory

Midday

Afternoon

Sunset

Evening

2

4

4

3

4

2 before

2 or 4 before,

2 or 4

2

2

2 afterwards

before

afterwards

afterwards

 اﻟﻔرض/ fard

Recommended
 اﻟﺳﻧﺔ/ sunnah

Optional

Generally unspecified

 اﻟﻧﺎﻓﻠﺔ/ nafilah
Figure 5: Obligatory, recommended and optional numbers of rak’a in salah.

27

Saqib, Muhammad Abdul Karim. A Guide to Salat (Prayer). Riyadh: Darussalam, 1997, p.19.
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While the times, actions and words of salah are mandated in detail, there is still room
for movement and variation in its performance. However, a focus just on the
mechanics of salah can overlook the significance of how it functions in personal and
communal formation.

B. Salah: Corporeal and Corporate
Communal prayer
Bodily posture
The movements of salah are also a way of training both the body and internal
attitudes. The posture of bowing and prostrating is a physical expression of the
internal attitude of khashu’ () ﺧﺷوع, submissiveness and humility. Constance Padwick
quotes an unnamed writer on the actions of salah in The Light, Lahore:
It is not a mechanical drill, but the various postures of humility in salat indicate
complete external of bodily submission to God which conforms with the
spiritual submission, and this is a necessity since man has a body as well as a
soul which exercise great influence on each other through their movements.
The submissive movements of the body in this prayer produce equivalent
submissive movements in the soul. 28
Bowing and prostrating are postures that may be instinctively adopted by
someone of any background who is pouring out their heart to God with its cares and
sorrows. Muslim apologists would point to that as evidence of fitrah ( – )ﻓطرةour innate

28

Padwick, Constance E. Muslim Devotions: A Study of Prayer-Manuals in Common Use. Oxford: Oneworld, 1961, p.8.
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nature and tendency to worship. Repeated bodily posture reinforces the inner attitude
of humility before God. One MBB was encouraged by discovering the Jewish and
Christian history of prostration and more physical forms of prayer, since to him
bowing before God was so reflexive, rather than particularly Islamic. New MBBs often
expect to receive instruction on how to pray in the Christian faith and many feel
perplexed by the lack of structure and the physical inactivity. Physical and non-verbal
communication are an integral part of communication in so-called ‘high context’
cultures, including Arab, Asian and African nations while ‘low context’ cultures
including Western Europe, Australia and North America focus on word-based
communication. 29
For women in particular, wearing prayer clothes (covering all the body except face
and hands) promotes the attitude of haya‘ (ﺎء#)ﺣ, modesty or shyness. For many young
women, wearing prayer clothes is their first experience of wearing hijab ()ﺣﺠﺎب, the veil or
head covering. Girls, especially when going to the mosque, may behave in a way that is
more demure and shy: and they receive positive reinforcement by family about how pretty
and peaceful they look with their hijab. Mahmood comments on how the act of wearing the
veil serves as “the ineluctable means by which one trains oneself to be pious. While wearing
the veil serves at first as a means to tutor oneself in the attribute of shyness, it is also
simultaneously integral to the practice of shyness.” 30

29

The Silent Language by Andrew T. Hall, 1959

30

Mahmood, Saba. Politics of Piety. The Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject. Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University
Press, 2005, p.158.
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In a culture where non-verbal communication and actions are so important, actions
and attire can crucially signal heart commitments. They can also indicate community
allegiance.
Part of the community
The daily salah prayer inscribes into the bodies and days of Muslims both mindfulness
of God, and even more strongly, mindfulness of the community to which they belong.
That communal aspect is powerfully and physically embodied at the mosque as men
join in rows, foot to foot, shoulder to shoulder, bowing, kneeling and standing again
together as one. An MBB who enjoys fellowship at church commented that although
he believes in the deep bond of being one body in Christ, nevertheless in a church
service he does not experience same force of community and unification of the
gathered jum’ah ( )ﺟﻣﻌﺔprayers. The united community of (male) prayer is the physical
manifestation of the teaching of ummah (community), brotherhood and unity in Islam –
shoulder to shoulder, foot to foot, falling, rising, bowing and intoning in unison.
Participating in the ummah directly impacts their standing with God, with 27
times more reward for praying corporately than if an individual prays alone. 31 While
men are told to pray at the mosque, women are often encouraged to pray at home: on
their own, or in a small gathering of two or three other women or perhaps with a male
in the household standing in front to lead the prayer. However increasingly around the
world women are going to the mosque for teaching and joining together there in
prayer. A Muslim woman in Germany described how:

31

Sahih Bukhari 645, Book 10, Hadith 42
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attending Friday prayers each week lifted her mood. There was the intimacy of
her sleeve being tugged as the women lined up in tight rows of prayer; the
feeling that, for even just that quarter of an hour, there was one specific spot
designated for her; within the collective of women kneeling down in unison, as
one body, submitting to God.32

Even for women praying at home, or those women or men praying in their places
of work or offices, doing salah joins them together with the ummah of Muslims
worldwide in praying. They recite the set prayers in the one language (Arabic).
Together they face a particular direction (towards Mecca). They join in the prescribed
body postures of standing, bowing, kneeling, prostrating. Body posture gives physical
rhythm to the words of prayer. The times of prayer give their cadence to the daylight
hours, expanding and contracting over the seasons with the period between sunrise
and sunset each day. Acting together in time, in orientation of space, in the movement
of their bodies, in a common language, the patterns of salah engrave deeply in Muslims
their belonging, their membership of a worldwide community, of the population of a
virtual worldwide motherland. 33
Particular times of prayer
6.45pm: Ramadan tarawih prayers. I join the men and women converging on the gate of
the mosque. Men go in the main door, women in the side door to the left, up the flights of
stairs, until we come into a large room, where women are standing in lines, filling up from

32

Moaveni, Azadeh. Guest House for Young Widows: Among the Women of ISIS. New York: Random House, 2019, p.33.

33

https://whenwomenspeak.net/blog/when-we-pray/
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the front. A broadcast male voice is leading the prayer. The women bend forward, kneel,
head to floor, sit up, head to floor again, and stand. More women are coming in now; one is
putting on her prayer outfit. They join in with all the other women: bending so their body
makes a right angle, then kneel, head down, sit up, look to each shoulder, and then relax
and talk. They have completed eight raka’at. A man is speaking. Some women are sitting
and listening, others read the Qur’an to themselves.
The evening tarawih34 prayers in Ramadan is a time for communal salah at the
mosque. Women who do not go to the mosque much or at all in the rest of the year will
attend the tarawih prayers, after the ‘asha’ prayer. The congregation (or the individual
in their home) prays twenty raka’at in blocks of two or four, with a pause in between
for Qur’an recitation35 or to listen to a speaker. The tarawih prayers culminate in the
Night of Power (laylat al-qadr  )ﻟﯾﻠﺔ اﻟﻘدر36 when they continue through the night to the
early hours before sunrise. Surat Al-Qadr (97) describes the night as better than 1000
nights, when the angels and the Spirit descend and there is peace until dawn; and it is
believed that anyone who prays on that night will have their sins forgiven. As the night
wears on, sequences of raka’at continue, interspersed with recitations from the Qur’an
and teaching from the sheikh: intercessions are offered, emotions are high, people are
weary, space is tightly crowded, and participants gather strength from the

34

Literally ‘prayer of rest’, named for the pauses after every two or four raka’at for personal prayer and recitation from
the Qur’an. Glassé suggests tarawih is a “euphemism for one of the most strenuous exercises designed to tap into religious
fervour.” (Glassé, Cyril. The Concise Encycylopaedia of Islam. 3rd ed. London: Stacey International, 2008, 459.)
35

As well as chapter divisions, there are a number of divisions of the Qur’an into equal sections to facilitate memorisation.
A popular one is thirty divisions: one section is read each evening of Ramadan, so that the whole Qur’an has been recited
(‘sealed’) by the end of the month.
36

Traditionally the night of Ramadan 27th. However, there is uncertainty about the date: it may be on any of the oddnumbered days in the last ten days of Ramadan. Some attend on the 23rd, 25th, 27th and 29th, to ensure that the real night is
covered.
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congregated community to complete the arduous duties of tarawih, finishing in the
darkness of the mid-morning hours. 37
A specific expression of public communal salah is also found in the prayer for
rain at times of drought, salat al-istisqa‘ ()ﺻﻼة اﻻﺳﺗﺳﻘﺎء. 38 Prayed outside, after two
collective raka’ the imam leads the community in du’a for rain.
Part of the family
Families can gather to do salah together in their homes, with a senior male leading the
rest of the family, or women praying side by side. An article on Muslims in the United
States talks of the important place salah has for religious couples. And it reminds us
that the first action of the father of a newborn child is to whisper the call to prayer in
the child’s ear, “so that their first act as a parent involved the literal and symbolic
ritual of instructing or ‘calling,’ their newborn child to prayer.”39 Young children often
join their parents and mimic their movements, particularly bowing in prostration and
rising again, long before they learn the words or meaning of prayer.
There are particular times when participating in the act of salah is even more
about belonging to the extended family than it is about faith practice. This is especially
so at feasts (eids) and at family funerals.

37

Dale, Moyra. “(Re)Forming Identities and Allegiances.” In When Women Speak..., 67–88. Oxford: Regnum Books, 2018,
130-1.
38

https://www.al-feqh.com/en/salatul-istisqa-the-salat-observed-when-seeking-rain

39

Hatch, Trevan, Zahra Alghafli, Loren Marks, Andrew Rose, Jennifer Rose, Benjamin Hardy, and Nathaniel Lambert.
“Prayer in Muslim Families: A Qualitative Exploration.” Journal of Religion & Spirituality in Social Work: Social Thought, April
24, 2017, 1–23. https://doi.org/10.1080/15426432.2017.1300079, p.85.
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In completing salat al-janazah ( )ﺻﻼة اﻟﺠﻨﺎزةthe funeral prayer, the focus on the
body corporate is heightened – theologically and socially. Theologically, it is fard alkifayah ( ﻓﺮض اﻟﻜﻔﺎﯾﺔ- collective duty) unlike fard al-ayn ( ﻓﺮض اﻟﻌﯿﻦ-individual duty) such
as the hajj or daily salah.
In fard al-kifayah (literally: duty of sufficiency) the ummah has a collective
responsibility to discharge certain duties – funeral rites, military struggle, provision
for orphans. If enough members of the community sufficiently discharge the duty, then
the obligation is met and individuals are free from responsibility before God. In
contrast fard al-ayn is always incumbent on the individual and not to fulfil the duty
(such as obligatory prayer) is a sin. One article suggests that, “It is not too much to
suggest that fard al-kifayah / fard al-`ayn take the places in moral discourse of the
concepts of public and private spheres,’40 Though the individual’s personal
responsibility before God is diminished, the sense of social responsibility is heightened.
Socially, it is part of one of the most significant rites of passage: the funeral.
Likewise at salat al-eid (the eid prayer) the focus on community is heightened –
it may be the only time an entire family gathers and attends mosque together,
affirming both family and communal bonds.
For someone, particularly MBB’s, not praying daily salah, or even salat juma’
may not be particularly remarkable as many Muslims do not do so regularly. But at the
time of salat al-janazah or salat al-eid their absence will be noticeable. Their family will
not understand that the MBB is not participating due to personal conviction or
theological differences. In this situation theology is seen as secondary to doing what is

40

http://islamicus.org/fard-al-kifayah/ e625
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perceived to be the right thing (the 'done thing'), which is honouring the dead, and
being part of your community. The assumption is that the MBB will participate: to not
do so is not received as a passive act but as a deliberate stand against community. It is
understood as a declaration of independence and refutation of their place in the family
and community.
Individual prayer
Salah is primarily communal, participating with the wider Muslim ummah in the same
actions and words, even the same direction and language, regardless of where it is
being prayed.
There is one use of salah which is more individually focused, and that is the
prayer for guidance ( ﺻﻼة اﻻﺳﺘﺨﺎرةsalat al-istikharah),41 for the person who is seeking
direction in making a decision. As with all salah, the person needs to be pure (see the
details of purification at the beginning of this article). Then they are to pray two rak’a
of prayer, and then the special petition for guidance, du’a al-istikharah. For some, if the
prayer for guidance is followed by a good or a bad dream, that may suggest a positive
or negative answer.
Conclusion
The prayer of salah is foundational to Muslim life and practice. It gives rhythm to
communal and family life. Its specific actions and words are mandated: and yet there is
also some flexibility for individual circumstances, particularly in the du’a included and
in the number of rak’a.

41

https://www.istikhara.com/
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A focus on words and actions may overlook the important role played by salah in
embedding values such as submission to God and modesty in the lives of communities
and individuals through its practice. Salah can also signal and affirm bonds of family
loyalty and allegiance at key times, including both festivals and funerals. Even when
practised by individuals on their own in their homes, salah is almost always above all an
expression of community belonging.
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